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Club Chairs Committee (CCC) 
 

15th May 10:30am 
Palmerston North Squash Club 

 
 
Attendees: 
 
Volunteers 
 
Neale Ames (Otaki), Marilyn Moffatt (Lyall Bay), Dale Wills (Paekakariki), Dave Rose (Riversdale - Chair), 
Andrew Parkin (Levin-Waitarere), Con Fraser (Palmerston North), Emma Crofskey (Fitzroy), Neville Nodder 
(East End), Terry Partington (Waitara), Noel Houston (Waimarama), Richard Wilson (Ocean Beach Kiwi), 
Brian Velvin (SLSNZ Board) 
 
SLSNZ Staff 
 
Grant Florence, Paul Veric, John O’Connell, Mark Weatherall, Joss Urbahn, Sue McMaster, Matt Warren, 
Brent Harvey, Andrew Cronin, David Beattie 
 
 
Absent/Apologies: 
 
Maranui, Worser Bay, Titahi Bay, Wanganui, Pacific, NPOB, Opunake, Westshore, Foxton 
 
 
1. Welcome  

 
Dave Rose (Chair) welcomed the attendees to the meeting and set the scene.  
 
He said there were two key goals for the day: 
 

i) Review the operational matters of PGS – Success of the Structure 
ii) Discuss strategic issues and present them back to SLSNZ 

 
 
There will be opportunity for questions and answers throughout the day which he encouraged the Chairs to 
raise.  
 
Dave noted it was disappointing some Clubs chose not to send one representative. The group reinforced it 
was important all Clubs made the effort, even if the Chair themselves couldn’t come, Clubs should be able to 
send a replacement.  
 
2. Matters Arising 
 
None received from the previous minutes 
 
3. General Overview (Grant Florence) 
 

i) Progress on Implementation  
 
SLSC have agreed, completed and have now implemented the new structure 
SLSG has got behind in its timetable but has its first SGM on Tuesday 18th May and should 
complete there liquidation by the 30th June deadline 
 
The Graeme Cullen letter was discussed – The letter outlined the Boards view of progress going 
forward and the possible consequences for those not meeting the memberships agreed 
timelines.  
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SLSO have been in constant contact with SLSNZ.  We are hopeful they will be calling SGMs in 
the near future. It is fair to say that there is not 100% support in Otago amongst the Clubs for 
PGS which SLSO and SLSNZ are working through.  
 
SLSNZ are in contact with SLSNR and we still are yet to resolve the Regional Funding Bill 
matter. It is however, still on both organisations agenda to resolve.  
 
30th June was the agreed timeline with all Districts as per the constitution and transitional 
regulations. Only SLSNR were granted an exemption for an extension. This was granted very 
early on once the Amenities issues were understood and tabled.  
 

ii) Board Appointments Panel  
Teleconference for the SGM to elect a Board member was held. It saved a significant amount of 
money having the teleconference and while not ideal (a little clunky) it did achieve its purpose 
and as a first up attempt it seemed to work as we had hoped. More detail to follow on the Board 
Appointments Panel later in the agenda.  
 

iii) Centenary  
Marilyn Moffatt and those helping to move that project forward is progressing very well. With a 
raft of activities planned and publicised. It has been a good opportunity to network with Central 
Government.  
 

iv) Staffing  
Staff throughout the country are beginning to settle in now. But it’s up to you to tell us differently 
if you think we are not performing. The CE encouraged the Chairs to be honest and provide us 
with the feedback required to improve.  
 
A lot of organisations are watching our progress. The CE has had many approaches from NSOs 
who want to do what we have done. The stakes are still very high for us so we are going to keep 
driving to implement our refreshed structure to ensure we deliver the most effective and efficient 
service.    
   

 
4. Board Appointments Panel 
 

Noot Barrett, Geoff Hogan, Craig Todd, Tim Jago, Graeme Cullen, Tony Hassed are the Board 
Appointments Panel.  
 
The Panel recommended Tom Hart and Tom Hart was duly elected as a SLSNZ Board member. Tom 
will be an asset to the Board.  
 
The Panel are keen to take an active role in appointing Board Members going forward. The Panel are 
looking at matching skills required on the Board with those whom will apply in the future. To ensure the 
Board has the right mix and balance of skills to effectively lead SLS in New Zealand.  
 
Grant is delighted with the work they are doing, the seriousness they take their role and the enthusiasm 
they have for their roles. It’s a new and positive step for the organisation and increasing the diligence 
behind the election process of our leaders.  
 
Noot Barrett (the Central representative) would be asked to provide a more in depth report at the next 
meeting. 

 

5. Experience of the Change (+ves / -ves)  
 
The Group split into smaller Groups to work through documenting their feedback on the change process. The 
groups then reported back.  
 
A summary of the key points were as follows: 
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Positives: 
 
The structure is working. Things are better than before. 
ClubsPulse a big hit with the Chairs 
Not a lot of change 
Opportunity to have more alignment and more systems is great 
Freedom to be individual Clubs and not forced into a one size fits all model was good and a change from the 
previous structure  
Infighting has gone  
Working Groups (LACs and SACs are going well) 
 
Negatives: 
 
Some members still haven’t bought into the new structure 
Concern by some of loss of regional identity 
Staff are there to do everything mentality which some Clubs and individuals must change their mindset on  
Timing for the Central not good i.e. in the middle of the season 
Still referring back to old District structure which we need to stop (just habit) 
Not enough coordination and leadership of Surf League (acknowledged it was linked to timing) 
 
 
Comments / Questions: 
 
Local LAC and SACs very important - Clubs must get the right people on them and attend. May need to look 
at changing boundaries in some areas. 
Need to get the right info to the right people 
Show us the money (where are the efficiencies)  
Who is funding local courses i.e. Radio Courses (perception this will fall back on) 
How is planning going to expand wider across the country for programmes i.e. Wider coordination 
The power of the templates/tools on offer aren’t really known yet 
Communication is the key going forward  
Who makes the decisions? 
How is the selection of LAC and SACs going to work? 
Its still to early in the change to gauge the complete success of the structure but its pointing in the right 
direction 
How do working groups feedback to consultation (LAC and SAC make key decisions that   
Looking forward to more efficiencies being created / realised 
Have we re–engaged previous District people? (i.e. Board members)  
Confusion between CDO and Programmes and Services for some people 
 
 
Questions and Answers: 
 
Meeting addressed / discussed some of the key questions/topics identified by the Chairs: 
 
What is the role of the Business Manager? 
 

i) Maintain existing funding streams and then build on those funding streams 
ii) To assist in implementing Xero 
iii) Help Clubs with major funding projects if requested 
iv) CDO is still the first port of call for Clubs  

 
 
LAC and SACs 
 

i) Clubs need to take more care/emphasis in putting people forward 
ii) Communication between areas on who is competing where i.e. who is supporting what 

competition 
iii) It was noted the Programmes and Services Managers are speaking regularly with CDOs and 

vice versa to bring in the local flavour to Regional and National planning 
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What’s the mechanism to talk between Clubs on issues?  
 

i) Region wide planning / coordination is required and happening   
ii) Programmes and Service Manager role is to facilitate that 
iii) Flexibility is required to change SAC and LAC if required. SLSNZ is open to that 
iv) A general comment was we do need to give the structure some time to bed in. It will take some 

time for the dust to settle and people to get used roles and the new way of operating. 
v) Programme planning needs to get out early to the Clubs.  
vi) Meaningful CRCs competition was important to the Chairs  

 
What are we doing to address communication?  
 

i) SLSNZ establishing more streamlined communication  
ii) Internal communication strategy 
iii) Are we communicating with the right people? 
iv) Maybe a need to send out what’s been achieved what are we working on (quarterly) to help 

keep Clubs in the loop. This may need to be Region Centric – sharing good news stories is also 
important. Being more informed will address most of the unknowns.  

 
How do we maximise skill base? 
 

i) We have P and S and Business Managers but as they are not in each local Clubs need to make 
sure they are maximising skill sets?  

ii) Reinforcement that Clubs need to drive their requests and needs through the CDO in the first 
instance.  

 
Administration has been centralised is it more remote now? 
 

i) Ensuring that CDO continue to be the point of call to resolve issues and while administration is 
centralised it shouldn’t mean decrease in service   

 
Process of Consultation – what are we going to be consulted on? 
 

i) A lot of little issues that need to be consulted on outside of CCC meeting. SLSNZ need to 
ensure there is a mechanism for consultation. This in the first instance is via the CDO and their 
contacts within each Clubs. It is also important that Clubs feed in all information/feedback on 
any issues/matters to their CDO to take on board.  

 
 
6. Tracking of SLS Performance   
 
 
A specific task of the CCC is to assess the progress of SLS as an entity and also as a performing team of 
staff. SLSNZ wants your feedback on measures and process to assess how we achieve that as an 
organisation 
 
The Chairs broke off into smaller groups and reported back. 
 
What are we measuring? We need to know what we are talking about before we measure? 
 
PGS key outcomes were important: 
Efficiency  
Alignment 
Money 
Taking pressure of members 
 
• KPIs formed the management plan which the CEO and Board have to follow 
• Too early to measure just yet 
• Key group is Chairs  
• Clubs and Membership surveys (get in an expert to help us to do the review) 
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• Any measures need to be specific  
• Once you measure - how are you going to use the information? 
• We need to be celebrating our success (Centenary may help us to do that!) 
• A dashboard of measures (Quantitative) Members, Outputs, ClubPulse, Region by Region  
• Public Perception  
• $$ (New dollars and savings and how these are achieved) 
• SLSNZ needs to meet agreed timelines (i.e. User pays for courses established early) 
 
Global and Local measures are required 
Financial Drivers (Trends) - What that meant to Clubs 
Branding and recognition (Brand value to the public) 
Happiness of Clubs (if they were happy then the organisation was in good health). Awards, Clubs and Gear 
Satisfaction of sports events 
Lifeguard numbers (retention) – Meeting the needs in membership calculator  
Increasing our membership retention rates (increase the quality of our programmes) 
Traffic lights within Club Pulse are good 
Lifeguarding stats (good tool and measures for funding applications for all) 
 
 
7. Management Plan  
 
Grant Florence went through the process for management planning for the upcoming year. There was 
general discussion with a focus on how is user pays going to work going forward given 4 Districts had 4 
different sets of rational on how it treated user pays.   
 
It was accepted SLSNZ cant pay for everything.  
 
The Chairs said SLSNZ needs to send out the priorities for funding so we can get consistency and we know 
early what is being funded and by how much. Set the user pays based on the Strategic Plan. The priorities 
are clear in that and therefore (based on our purpose) lifesaving activities must take priority.   
 
 
8. Other 
 
Awards evenings update was given with email details/confirmation to follow to Clubs. 
 
Brian Velvin on behalf of the SLSNZ Board provided a summary and thanked the participants for their 
positivity and ability to look forward not backward. The organisation is in good heart thanks to the dedication 
of the Chairs.  
 
It was felt another meeting was required in early October and Sunday was a preferred day to Saturday.  
 
 
9. Thank you and closing  
 
Dave Rose thanked the participants for their time and effort over the day and noted he would undertake to 
follow up with those not attending to stress the importance and value of participation.  
 
The meeting closed at 3:30pm 
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CCC Actions: 
 

Action P i/c Date Status 
CCC decide on Awards functions for the ensuing years Club Chairs  Next 

Meeting 
 

Chase non attending Clubs and reinforce value of participation  Dave Rose 30th May  
CC to continue to raise concerns direct with CDOs Club Chairs On going  
Clubs support local LAC and SAC with the right people and 
attendance 

Club Chairs Ongoing  

Board Appointments Panel update Noot Barrett Next 
Meeting 

 

 
SLSNZ Actions: 
 

Action P i/c Date Status 
Have competition/skills calendar out by end of July Nathan Hight 31st July  
Draft performance measures provided to CCC Grant Florence Next 

Meeting 
 

Quarterly Club bulletin in place (good points upcoming events 
and celebration of success) 

Mark Weatherall Next 
Meeting 

 

Precise of ClubPulse results provided  Mark Weatherall Next 
Meeting 

 

Guidance on the Awards Structure for Clubs (toolkit) Paul Veric Next 
Meeting 

 

 


